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Found Information in Various Texts

https://www.crystalinks.com/numerologypyth.html
https://askastrologer.com/pythagoras-numero.html
https://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/sta/sta16.htm

https://d2saw6je89goi1.cloudfront.net/uploads/digital_asset/file/619601/Angel_Numbers.pdf
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Law of Numerology

COLOR PRINCIPLES OF MAN STATES OF MATTER

Violet Chaya, or Etheric Double Ether

Indigo Higher Manas, or Spiritual Intelligence Critical State called Air

Blue Auric Envelope Steam or Vapor

Green Lower Manas, or Animal Soul Critical State

Yellow Buddhi, or Spiritual Soul Water

Orange Prana, or Life Principle Critical State

Red Kama Rupa, or Seat of Animal Life Ice

law of octaves =Harmonic School
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Laws of Alchemical Systems

1. Solution, the act of passing from a gaseous or solid condition, into one of liquidity.

2. Filtration, the mechanical separation of a liquid from the undissolved particles suspended in it.

3. Evaporation, the changing or converting from a liquid or solid state into a vaporous state with
the aid of heat.

4. Distillation, an operation by which a volatile liquid may be separated from substances which it
holds in solution.

5. Separation, the operation of disuniting or decomposing substances.

6. Rectification, the process of refining or purifying any substance by repeated distillation.

7. Calcination, the conversion into a powder or calx by the action of heat; expulsion of the
volatile substance from a matter.

8. Commixtion, the blending of different ingredients into new compounds or mass.

9. Purification (through putrefaction), disintegration by spontaneous decomposition; decay by
artificial means.

10. Inhibition, the process of holding back or restraining.

11. Fermentation, the conversion of organic substances into new compounds in the presence of
a ferment.

12. Fixation, the act or process of ceasing to be a fluid and becoming firm; state of being fixed.

13. Multiplication, the act or process of multiplying or increasing in number, the state of being
multiplied.

14. Projection, the process of turning the base Metals into gold.
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"This, therefore, was the general aim of the alchemists--to carry out in the laboratory, as far as
possible, the processes which Nature carried out in the interior of the earth. Seven leading
problems occupied their attention:--

"1. The preparation of a compound named elixir, magisterium medicine, or philosopher's stone,
which possessed the property of transmuting the baser metals into gold and silver, and of
performing many other marvelous operations. * * *

p. 155

"2. The creation of homunculi, or living. beings, of which many wonderful but incredible tales are
told.

"3. The preparation of the alcahest or universal solvent, which dissolved every substance which
was immersed in it. * * *

"4. Palingenesis, or the restoration of a plant from its ashes. Had they succeeded in this, they
would have hoped to be able to raise the dead. [Professor Brown takes a great deal for
granted.]

"5. The preparation of spiritus mundi, a mystic substance possessing many powers, the
principal of which was its capacity of dissolving gold.

"6. The extraction of the quintessence or active principle of all substances.

"7. The preparation of aurum potabile, liquid gold, a sovereign remedy, because gold being itself
perfect could produce perfection in the human frame."
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Elements as Numerology

The Triune Power in Four Worlds

WORLD OF Father Son Mother

1. God Father Son Holy Ghost

2. Man Spirit Soul Body

3. Elements Air Fire Water

4. Chemicals Mercury Sulphur Salt

WORLD OF Father Son Mother

3. Elements Fire Air Water

4. Chemicals Sulphur Mercury Salt

WORLD OF Father Son Mother

2. Man Spirit Soul Body

3. Elements Air Water Earth

4. Chemicals Sulphur Mercury Salt
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The Four "Corners" of
Creation

East South West North

The Fixed Signs of the
Zodiac

Aquarius Leo Scorpio Taurus

The Parts of the
Cherubim

Man Lion Eagle Bull

The Four Seasons Spring Summer Autumn Winter

The Ages of Man Childhood Youth Maturity Age

The Stages of Existence Birth Growth Maturity Decay

The Parts of Man's
Constitution

Spirit Soul Mind Body

The Four Elements Air Fire Water Earth
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States of LIght

1. The Three Lights Stellar Fire Solar Fire Lunar Fire

2. The Three Grand
Masters

Hiram Solomon Hiram of Tyre

3. The Geometric Solids Sphere Pyramid Cube

4. Alchemical Substances Mercury Sulphur Salt

The alternative rendering of No. 2 is:

2. The Three Grand
Masters

Solomon Hiram Hiram of Tyre
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Essence of Numerology as Astrology

1. Aries, Calcination 5. Leo, Digestion 9. Sagittarius, Incineration

2. Taurus, Congelation 6. Virgo, Distillation 10. Capricorn, Fermentation

3. Gemini, Fixation 7. Libra, Sublimation 11. Aquarius, Multiplication

4. Cancer, Dissolution 8. Scorpio, Separation 12. Pisces, Projection
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Pythagorean Numerology System
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Mathematics According to Meta System

1 Names of the Hebrew letters.

2 Samaritan Letters.

3 Hebrew and Chaldean letters.

4 Numerical equivalents of the letters.

5 Capital and small Greek letters.

6 The letters marked with asterisks are those brought to Greece from Phœnicia
by Cadmus.

7 Name of the Greek letters.

8 Nearest English equivalents to the Hebrew, Greek, and Samaritan Letters.
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Math in Progression
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This diagrammatic sector represents the major gradations of energy and substance between elemental earth and
absolute unconditioned force. Beginning with the superior, the fifteen graduated spheres descend in the following
order: Limitless and Eternal Life; the superior, the middle, and the inferior Empyrean; the seven planets; and the four
elements. Energy is symbolized by Fludd as a pyramid with its base upon the concave surface of the superior
Empyrean, and substance as another Pyramid with its base upon the convex surface of the sphere (not planet) of
earth. These pyramids demonstrate the relative proportions of energy and substance entering into the composition of
the fifteen planes of being. It will be noted that the ascending pyramid of substance touches but does not pierce the
fifteenth sphere--that of Limitless and Eternal Life. Likewise, the descending pyramid of energy touches but does not
pierce the first sphere--the grossest condition of substance. The plane of the sun is denominated the sphere of
equality, for here neither energy nor substance predominate. The mundane monochord consists of a hypothetical
string stretched from the base of the pyramid of energy to the base of the pyramid of substance.
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In this chart is set forth a summary of Fludd's theory of universal music. The interval between
the element of earth and the highest heaven is considered as a double octave, thus showing the
two extremes of existence to be in disdiapason harmony. It is signifies that the highest heaven,
the sun, and the earth have the same time, the difference being in pitch. The sun is the lower
octave of the highest heaven and the earth the lower octave of the sun. The lower octave (Γ to
G) comprises that part of the universe in which substance predominate over energy. Its
harmonies, therefore, are more gross than those of the higher octave (G to g) wherein energy
predominates over substance. "If struck in the more spiritual part," writes Fludd, "the monochord
will give eternal life; if in the more material part, transitory life." It will be noted that certain
elements, planets, and celestial spheres sustain a harmonic ratio to each other, Fludd advanced
this as a key to the sympathies and antipathies existing between the various departments of
Nature.
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In this diagram two interpenetrating pyramids are again employed, one of which represents fire and the other earth. It
is demonstrated according to the law of elemental harmony that fire does not enter into the composition of earth nor
earth into the composition of fire. The figures on the chart disclose the harmonic relationships existing between the
four primary elements according to both Fludd and the Pythagoreans. Earth consists of four parts of its own nature;
water of three parts of earth and one part of fire. The sphere of equality is a hypothetical point where there is an
equilibrium of two parts of earth and two parts of fire. Air is composed of three parts of fire and one part of earth; fire,
of four parts of its own nature. Thus earth and water bear to each other the ratio of 4 to 3, or the diatessaron
harmony, and water and the sphere of equality the ratio of 3 to 2, or the diapente harmony. Fire and air also bear to
each other the ratio of 4 to 3, or the diatessaron harmony, and air and the sphere of equality the ratio of 3 to 2, or the
diapente harmony. As the sum of a diatessaron and a diapente equals a diapason, or octave, it is evident that both
the sphere of fire and the sphere of earth are in diapason harmony with the sphere of equality, and also that fire and
earth are in disdiapason harmony with each other.
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In this diagram Fludd has divided each of the four Primary elements into three subdivisions. The
first division of each element is the grossest, partaking somewhat of the substance directly
inferior to itself (except in the case of the earth, which has no state inferior to itself). The second
division consists of the element in its relatively pure state, while the third division is that
condition wherein the element partakes somewhat of the substance immediately superior to
itself. For example the lowest division of the element of water is sedimentary, as it contains
earth substance in solution; the second division represents water in its most common
state--salty--as in the case of the ocean; and the third division is water in its purest state--free
from salt. The harmonic interval assigned to the lowest division of each element is one tone, to
the central division also a tone, but to the higher division a half-tone because it partakes of the
division immediately above it. Fludd emphasizes the fact that as the elements ascend in series
of two and a half tones, the diatessaron is the dominating harmonic interval of the elements.
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Chapter 1

1- 9
0 (doesn’t exist)
11 , 22, 33 = Master Numbers

1 = Oneness
2 = Duality

3 = Physical
4 = Astral
5 = Love

6 = Paradise
7 = Heaven
8 = Infinite

9 =  Complete

Law of Seven Ray (expanded)

1. Microbe (Atom/Disorder) (That which is)
2. Earth (Direct Perception) (What we see)

3. Earth-Sun-Moon (Solar System in Relative to Earth (direct perception))(What we sense)
4. Stars – Relative to Solar System(Heliocentric Arch-Types/Persona)

5. All Worlds (Love)
6. Absolute (Oneness)

7. Luck/Fortitude (Heaven)

-All Beyond 7 is Relative to Heaven and beyond Earth’s capacity of Understanding. Yet still 8/9 functions
as a power.

8. Infinity (All that is)
9. Complete (Everything and Nothing)

10.
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States of consciousness within the Seven Planes.

Spiritual essence / Sound or Word/ The object

8/9 are omitted due to higher frames of Reality.
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1. Physical Plane …Bhu (The Earth World)….The Earth World, Physical
Consciousness

7. Base of the Spine…Eliminative Organs,
kidneys, bladder

– Spirit, the soul, body

a) minuteness
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2. Astral Plane …Antarisksa (The Intermediate Space.)…Emotion World….Desire
Consciousness

6. Sacral ….generative organs

● Pneuma, the psyche, Form

b) magnitude
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3. Mental Plane …Mahendra (Home of the Egos (Agnishvattas)….Realm of the Mind
and Soul…Consciousness (mind)

5. Spleen…..spleen

-the Father Shiva, The son Vishnu, The Holy Spirit Brahman

c) Gravity
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4. Buddhic Plane ….Mahar Prajapatya.(The Great World)..Intuitive
Knowledge…Eclectic

4. Solar Plexus…………Stomach

● the monad. The one; the cosmic Christ, the vheicle of life and incarnation

d) lightness
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5. Atmic Plane …..Jana (The Lowest of the Brahma World)…..Spirit (world of the 3rd
plane)…Solar consciousness (love)

3. Heart ….pericardium, ventricles, auricles with spleen affected

● the eternal will or Purpose, eternal love-wisdom, eternal activity and intelligence

e) attainment of objective
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6. Monadic Plane….Tapas (The world of the self-luminous-gods)….Devachan, Deva
consciousness…World of Astral

2. Throat……….larynx, vocal cords and palate, thyroid gland

● One great Breathe, The AUM, The Worlds

f) irresistible will
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7.Logoic Plane….Tatya (The World of those Gods who are unmanifest)…World of the Cause

(God)….Absolute…World of Consciousness

1. Head Centre ….Brain, pineal gland and pituitary body

– Life, Consciousness aspect, activity aspect

g) creative power
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Power of 8 / 9 .

8..Infinity (All that is)

● Synthesizing Energy (manifestation), attractive forces (gravity connections (maramarushi
effect)), Matter to be willed into form through energy manifestation

h) the power to command
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9.Complete (All that is beyond yonder be)

● First Aspect, Second Aspect, Third Aspect: Encompassing all that is.
1. acted upon will in levels

Aspects of Training an initiation.

1. Training
2. giving

3. awakening
4. arousing

5. producing
● ego or soul on its own plane

● the brain via the mind
● the centers (charkya)

6.Kudalini

7. Powers of the Soul
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Chapter 2
The Numbers

1

You’re a natural leader, individualistic, independent, courageous, and ambitious. You also have
the ability to influence the opinions of others. Since you are number one, it symbolizes that you
are a pioneer, a front-runner, a risk taker, a warrior, a top politician, a general, a self-made
millionaire, a businessman, an activist, an inventor, or a religious leader. You can also have the
possibility to become self-centered because your personality is powerful and you sometimes
refuse a potential weakness or flaw in your plans. You can also alienate others, so you need to
control your personality if you like to maintain a good relationship with other people.

2

You are open-minded and friendly with a great talent and highly developed intuition. Your
abilities are best expressed when you are working with others. Since you tend to stay behind
power and throne, you often don’t get the recognition and credit you deserve which can be
frustrating. Sensitivity is the key to your characteristics. Yet, this may also make you thrown off
balance and vulnerable because of an unkind conflict or word. You are always get upset by
various circumstances. Harmonious and close relationships are important to your happiness
and can make you the best partner.

3

You’re optimistic, expressive, inspiring and outgoing. Your personality is extraordinary and can
powerfully affect other people. You inspire other people effortlessly. You are also a social
person. You also have great potential in arts which require you to provide creative solutions to
your problems. The number three is the number of selfexpression and creativity, but you have to
be careful when showing off your talents. You also need to discipline yourself and learn how to
focus to be successful

4

You’re the foundation of enterprises. Your strategies and approach to problems and life is
structured and methodical. Many government officials, accountants, managers, lawyers, and
bookkeepers are born with expression number 4. You are attracted to music and arts, but you
typically use love as your inspiration. In terms of relationships, you are somewhat moralistic.
You are trustworthy and have integrity, but you can be stubborn and rigid with your strong
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dislikes and likes when overruling common sense. Your obstacle is being imaginative as well as
being attracted to more people who are creative with their lives.

5

You love change, free-spirited, love to seek for different kinds of adventure, and always excited
with everything. Freedom is everywhere with number five and your life revolves around it, which
is why you have many talents. You also like to try everything in your life which may lead to a
dangerous experience. You can be scattered and unorganized, but you are gifted when it comes
to communication. A person who was born with expression number five can be a successful
politician, public relations person, salesman, minister, or lawyer. Your enthusiasm is attractive
and infectious to others. You fall out and fall in love frequently and you should guard yourself
against relationships and shallow feelings. The key to your success is healthy limits and
self-discipline.

6

You are caring and loving with a possibility that you will put others before yourself. You are
trustworthy and responsible with high regards to honesty and justice. Your level of creativity is
high in almost all aspects in life. However, your talents are undeveloped because of servicing to
others and sacrificing your time. Since your gift is for harmonizing the opposites, you are
qualified to integrate and handle contradictions. This makes you a natural healer and counselor.

7

You’re driven by your desires for knowledge and truth. Gifted with a logical and analytical mind
and has a huge appetite for answers. You have an interest in exploring mysticism, philosophy,
and scientific matters. You also tend to keep your feeling and thoughts hidden. Typically, you
require time for yourself. You are sometimes amazed -22- by the depth of knowledge or lack of
understanding of others which may cause you to be cynical, distant, and critical about life.
Meditation, tuning in to lower or softer vibrations in life can make you peaceful.

8

You have the potential and power to achieve the best things. You are also competitive and
whatever you enterprise, you always achieve success. Authority and money are available to
you. You are a good leader and an outstanding judge. Your path requires balance between
taking and giving. You may fail to obtain success if you don’t know how to balance your spiritual
and material aspects.
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9

You are filled with great idealism and compassion. You are also a humanitarian and your
intention is to change the world. You also realize that your satisfaction involves activities which
directly benefit the public. You are not good in judging one’s character, yet you have a belief that
the humanity’s goodness is unshakable.

11

You’re a powerful presence, but you are not aware of your inner power. You’re sensitive as well
as aware. You also sense that you are not the same with others. For you to psychologically and
emotionally at peace, you should learn how to control the flow of energy. You are dependent in
relationships and highly emotional. Your love life has ups and downs. You may also find yourself
vulnerable and hesitant.

22

You dream huge and you dream of making a history. There’s no limit to what you want to do.
You have great abilities in leadership and racial identities don’t matter to you. The expression
number 22 characterizes those persons who realize that they need to enter another dimension.
However, you are not the type to take risks because you are afraid to get frustrated.

33

The expression number 33 is called the Master Teacher, but you are not just any type of
teacher. You come with high expectations and you are demanding. For some people, this
expression number is similar to number six which is caring and loving. However, the expression
number 33 can be influenced in a negative or positive way.
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Chapter 3

Absolute is the essence of essence. It is Self, independent identity of the individual. Absolute is
a self -sufficient power that runs its course through the machine.The machine, although, runs by
law, and this Divine Law orders and manifests all that is and that which is not. The Absolute
Power is Supreme Law; as Law is sovereign and has power of us All.  It has this power as it is
due to the fact that Absolute Power Corrupts, and mankind is corruption absolutely.

Why does the Absolute have a condition to Individual which is infinity infinite expression
manifesting? It is because the individual is as boundless as space. He is only Absolute within
the confines of his own identity. Without the identity, the infinite nothing applies itself and one is
with non-being. Non-being exists because we are talking about it right now.

Non-being infinity awareness manifests itself as consciousness in our plane. The Absolute and
Relative Infinity can be seen as follows.

Absolute < Equal > Infinity
-independant < > -endless formation
-fixed conditions < > -all expressions
-limited < > -unlimited potential

Absolute =/ =Infinity <Absolute Middle Relative> Infinity =/= Absolute

> Now <
<<<< Power Itself > < Unlimited Potential>>>

Schoener : Zero is vanished quantity in an infinite continuous motion.

Infinite > Never is fixed
Always changing

Non-being is within infinity and nothingness because we are also discussion it and it dissolve
into memory after you read this.

Void = Recycle bin of the Universe

Scotus “Nothing is created by Deity. Thus creation is Nothing. Thus Deity emanations are
nothing.”
Infinite Nothing, “infinite infinitude
Space is always infinite by space!
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Nothing but all possibilities. .
Trinity :  First <<<<<<< Between >>>>>>>>> Last

1. Incomplete finites
- Life and light
- Mortal language
- Order into you

2. Maximum finites
- destiny reaching climax of Age
- mortal mind

3. Transcendentalist
-order beyond
-prefinite beginning/end
-limited development of universe

4.  Ultimate
-complete destiny
-complete all master level
-the delusion of duality without knowledge

5. Co-Absolutes
-creative expression of Truth
-grasping eternity

6. Absolutes
-potentials of all that is
-conditions of all evolution and destiny universes

7. Infinity
- Unity of all before/after/now
- after/before contract
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Trinity

1. Triune - Father / Son / Spirit
- Supreme -  Completion of evolutionary finites

2.  Deity - Supreme Creators, God, Architect
- Ultimate - Divinity
- Amplification of supreme

3. Lord Absolute - Ultimate , supreme universal, deity
- Existential eternity destiny

The spirits of man are One. Spirit is One Aether (Fire). Spirit is Energy is Entropy.

3 stages of energy, yet one speed as uniform motion. One as Seven as Three.

1 x 7 =  7 7 x 7 = 49      49 / 3 = 16.333   = 1.63

Rays are not Reality, but the quality in which we exist.
There are 7 rays, thus seven spheres from seven “builders”.

One life as seven rays and aeons. The void is a vortex of preconceived existence moving into
active life and light. This is subjective.

Form = Matter
Self = Soul
Life = Spirit

Cosmic Energy 1. Impulse to action
2. Impulse to organization
3. Impulse of Purpose

1. Solar System's Outer > Not when Said
2. Solar System Inner > Deity

3. Planetary Being > Center

Ancient of days > Logos
Charka balance = synthetic force
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3 Trinity Rays > Active in 4 lower kingdoms.
Thus 7 years from 3 higher rays in 4 lower spheres.

Energy is system is all density.

Ray 1. Idea
2. Formula
3. Force

Push away to pull to you.
-Pull is a strong force  therefore an expression of coordinated physical, emotional and mental
activity.

1. Power > Life > Idea > Monad
2. Love - Wisdom > Consciousness > Ideals > Soul
3. Active Intelligence > Appearance > Ideals > Personality

2. Man
1. Power > Idea > Mental > Ideals
2. Love > Ideals > Astral > Quality
3. Intelligence > Idols > Power Body > Form

3. Harmony > Conflict > Kingdom > Human the below
4. Knowledge > - Animal

-Vegetable
- Mineral

5. Devotion > Discipline
6. Ritual
7. Seal

LIFE = LIGHT = RAYS
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Chapter 4

A Wizard’s Rule

1.. Do not meddle in the affairs of Wizards, for they are subtle and quick to
anger.

2. Short cuts make long delays
3. To find who you are in seeked by “Others”, first seek ye Self to

reveal to those opposed

4.Grace is Love giving redemption.

5. Never stand in unbelief, for BEING afraid you will face the Sword.
6. To be cut off is to create the Way
7. Reason is Spirit in Form
8. Form is reason in Spirit

9. Never convince the madding Crowd.
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Chapter 5
1a > 2a > 3a > 4a etc…
1aa > 2aa > 3aa >4aa etc…
1ab > 2ab > 3ab > 4ab etc..
1bb > 2bb > 3bb > 4bb etc..

This is how quantum states work. It moves in progression to an more advanced state that
creates new designs within the quantum state of the atom. Each atom is a universe within itself
and contains all of infinite and has the potential to create any form due to the fact that math is
absolute and we are the living word. The math and word implied in the states shows how we
level and also create new words as we continue to level. Each mathematical number is a
signature of the soul and each letter is the soul expressing itself in it’s conditioning due to the
quantum state that promotes the micro to macro.

X + Y + Z = Infinite

The trinity of quantum states of different variables allows us to see into the maximum limit of
infinite. Quantum states require the coordinate X to figure out time and sequence from the initial
beginning of becoming.

X > X + Distance (CDX)

Each time the coordinate moves, X moves to X + CDX which is movement of the initial state to
the next state with the velocity and time of CDX. This allows for infinite constructions due to time
and velocity from the speed of light moving all in unison.

Quantum states require wave functions to operate. It is the potential reaching a maximum state
than exploding and creating waves that go and move throughout space time. When the
involution of information is coded at the maximum, the initial state combusts and creates a light
wave that emits wave patterns. The potential of finding the variable of the motion of essence
requires us to use T(D)=C to figure out the quantum state that is in its rate of disorder so we can
see into the macro state what that is occuring in the micro. This allows us to mathematically
pinpoint the quantum state of the atom will inducing the macro state at the same time. We learn
both things at once. To finalize.
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Chapter 6 (Magick)

Additional Magick

4865 = 23 = 5th
4876 = 24 = 6th

4865 + 4893 = 47 = 11 = 2

---------------------------------------------------
Quantum Jump Magick

5791 = 23 = 5
5796 = 27 = 9

Four Level Quantum Jump

--------------------------------------------

Subtractive Magick

7591 = 22 = 4
7601 = 12 = 3

7601 = 12 = 3
7591 = 22 = 4

----------------------------------

+5 = quantum jump
+10 = new level

-------------------------
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X = X + Y + Z
X + Y = Y+1 + (Y+1)
Y + Z = Y + 1 + (Y+1)
X = X + Y + Z
X = Y + 1 +  (Y+1) + (Y + 1) + (Y+1)
X = 4Y  +  4
---------------------------------------------

C= Speed of Light
D = Distance

1. CD + D1 +  (CD  + D2) = 2CD5
2. 2CD5 + D1+ (CD +D3) = 3CD10
3. 3CD10+D1+  (CD + D4) = 4CD16
4. 4CD16 + D1 + (CD + D5) = 5CD23

1. 2 (300,000) (1(5)) = 3,000,000 m/s
2. 3(300,000) ( 2(10)) = 18,000,000 m/s
3. 4(300,000) (3(16)) = 21,600,000 m/s
4. 5(300,000) (4(23)) = 138,000,000 m/s

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Rates of Disorder

1 = Whole
2 = Duality
3 = Female
4 = Male
5 = Spirit
6 = Body
7 = Soul
8 = Mind
9 = Occult

Dimensions as math and language in absolute formation.

1a > 2a > 3a > 4a
1aa > 2aa > 3aa > 4aa
1ab > 2ab > 3ab > 4ab
1bb > 2bb > 3bb > 4bb
1bc > 2bc > 3bc > 4bc
1cc > 2cc > 3cc >  4cc
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Levels of Multidimensional Awareness

100 < Fear 1. Cell 1900 > Quantum Universe
200 < Society 2. Sight 1800 > Relativity
300 < Hope 3. Feeling 1700 > Mechanical
400 < Reason 4. Thought 1600  > Heliocentric
500 < Love 5. Love 1500 > Geocentric
600 < Joy 6. Death 1400 > Monad
700 < Awareness 7. Heaven 1300 > Oneness
800 < Manifestation 8. Will 1200 > Intent
900 < No-mind 9. Infinite 1100 > Samadhi
1000 < Equilibrium 10. Wholeness 1000 > Nirvana
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Chapter 6 (GEOMETRIC FORMS)
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Chapter  7 - Amenti
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Chapter 8 - Paintings

Hypernova


